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" . . . S O  M A N Y  P E O P L E  S P E A K

A S P I R A T I O N A L  W I T H O U T

E M B R A C I N G  T H E  R I G O R  I T

T A K E S  T O  M A K E  M A N I F E S T

T H O S E  V E R Y  S A M E  I D E A S . "

One day, Nasrudin decided that he could

benefit from learning something new. He had

never taken music lessons and thought it

would be an invaluable personal growth

experience.

He visited the studio of a local music teacher,

"How much do you charge to teach music?"

"Three pieces of silver the first month; after

that, one silver piece a month," answered the

instructor.

"That is wonderful," responded Nasrudin, "I will

begin with the second month."

The above Nasrudin tale from Persia is an

excellent example of the internal struggle of so

many. Yes, he is desirous of learning but

unwilling to invest in, or value, the process.

There is a reason why he has yet to benefit, in

his life, from "learning something new."

I cannot count the number of times a school

principal, educator, or business executive

has contacted me with a request for a

professional development session that will

offer a few "keys" to help their organization

become more culturally organized. My sighs

have grown heavier and heavier over the years.

There are moments when I feel locked into a

Groundhog's Day loop. Like our venerable

character in the story above, so many people

speak aspirational without embracing the rigor

it takes to make manifest those very same

ideas. The result is that they never learn

anything new.
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The concept of "Culturally Responsive" instruction is

rooted in the aspirations of creating better learning

environments, not only for our children

but adults as well. Before delving into storytelling's

role in culturally responsive teaching, I really should

take a few seconds to clearly define "what" cultural

responsiveness is and what it is not.

Being culturally responsive means embracing a

transformative process, both personally

and professionally. According to the National

Center for Culturally Responsive Educational

Systems (NCCREST), “Cultural Responsiveness is the

ability to learn from and relate respectfully with

people of your own culture as well as those from

other cultures." Cultural responsiveness is not a

toolbox of manipulatives and devices to be

accessed only in times of need. Cultural

responsiveness is rooted deeply in learning theory

and cognitive science. Culturally responsive

educators possess a unique awareness of our

brain's drive to establish interpersonal connections.

At the base of "all" of our human interactions is a

primal need for acceptance, connection. When

students of any age walk into a classroom, there is

an immediate intuitive connection or disconnection

to the environment depending on its cultural

responsiveness. When I walk into a classroom and

before ever talking to the teacher, I can tell right

away if they are functioning from a culturally

responsive mindset or not. Classrooms are not

culturally neutral. Classrooms are an extension of

each teacher's personality and worldview.

Rarely do young students enter a classroom on their

first day of school excited about the curriculum.

These children are excited about meeting their new

teacher. They are excited about the potential of a

new relationship. When these children enter their

classroom on that first day, the room speaks to who

their new teacher is as much as the teacher's first

introductory words. The role of storytelling enters

our discussion when examining its capacity to

differentiate culturally for our learners' needs.

The cultural foundation of my storytelling craft, as I

practice it, is steeped in Ancient West African Oral

Traditions, what many call Griot Traditions. These

traditions are a product of what I've termed

"dominant oral" cultures. In dominant oral cultures,

the relationship between the speaker and

listener is considered sacred. These societies

venerate the spoken word. They also believe a

speaker's words represent everything that makes a

human being who they are. In dominant oral

cultures, a listener's responsibility is to hear

the words spoken and respond to subtle speech

patterns. In other words, "What is said has value, 

but how it is said possesses higher meaning."
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I was recently working with a teacher, making

weekly visits to her virtual classroom. She was

having issues with a few of her students articulating

comprehension of the text she was having them

read. 

During one of my visits, I chose two fables to share. I

played my Kora while storytelling and punctuated

the session with discussions, questions, and a

little call and response singing. By the end of our

collective experience, they were all excited to share

their insights into the fables. A few well-placed,

thought-provoking questions later, and we had

engaged in a lively debate and analysis of multiple

perspectives.

A few days later, the teacher and I talked. She

explained an "aha moment" some of her students

experienced. During her class, some were still

struggling with articulating their comprehension of

the written text. The "aha moment" occurred when

she informed them that they had already been

successful at processing narrative when they had  

In the West, we live in what I've termed a "dominant

literate" culture. In dominant literate cultures, the

relationship between the writer and what they have

written is sacred. In the West, we often apply

character traits of higher intellect and

understanding simply because someone has

demonstrated a capacity to put pen to paper. The

reader's role in dominant literate cultures is to

interpret written words but also "read-between-the-

lines." In other terms, "How the reader interprets

the written word is of equal importance to its

reading." 

Our learning environments here in the United States

meet dominant literate learning style needs

successfully. This parochial approach to pedagogy

often functions to the detriment of students who

enter possessing dominant oral learning patterns.

What are these patterns of dominant oral learners?

Well, let's take a second to envision how indigenous

cultures throughout the world have used music,

stories, and physical engagement to process

learning. We already have clear precedents

for alternative pedagogical practices that could

benefit those who might possess dominant oral

culture learning styles.

Allow me a moment to provide an example of

what I mean when speaking of differentiated

instruction for dominant oral learners. You're going

to have to forgive me. I'm a storyteller, and I tend to

try and bring clarity through sharing stories.

" W H A T  A R E  T H E S E

P A T T E R N S  O F

D O M I N A N T  O R A L

L E A R N E R S ? "
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Collectivist cultures emphasize relationships,

community, and collaborative learning. Societies

such as ours here in the West revere the

individualistic, tending to hold in greater esteem

individual achievement and self-reliance. Dutch

sociologist Geert Hofstede found that approximately

20% of the world has an individualistic culture, while

the other 80% practice a collectivist culture. For our

diverse society here in the United States, this means,

statistically, there are probably a high number of

collectivist communities.
I

I know you have already foreshadowed where I'm

heading. 

Here is where the concept of cultural

responsiveness comes into play. The challenge

for all of us is to reach deep inside ourselves and be

self-reflective in analyzing our strengths and

weaknesses when meeting these diverse

communities' needs.

responded to the fables I had shared. The same

way they offered insight from listening to the

spoken word was the same way they needed to

process the written word mentally. All they had to

do was interact with the text the way they had

engaged the spoken fables. This slight adaptation

for these dominant oral learners placed them on

the path toward narrative fluency. 

These types of incidents have occurred

innumerable times over my career, and so, for

me, the efficacy of storytelling as a transformational

instructional tool is unquestionable. As the old

saying goes, "The proof of the pudding is in

the eating."

At this point, I want to shift slightly toward a more

comprehensive understanding of dominant oral

cultures. I'm going to use a couple of new terms to

help me do this. I will explain them in greater detail

as we go along: collectivist and individualist.

Dominant oral cultures tend to be much more

"collectivist" than "individualist" in structure. The

example of the storytelling experience that I

brought into the classroom recently, the fusion of

music, singing, and story, are markers of collectivist

cultures.
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" N O  O N E  P E R S O N  O R  O R G A N I Z A T I O N

H A S  A L L  O F  T H E  A N S W E R S . ”

I'm reminded of a Bambara proverb that

an elder once taught me. It was a

moment when my "individualist

conditioning" came into conflict with the

collectivist culture of my host family in

West Africa: "Bolokanin dén kélén té

bélé ta" or "One finger does not lift the

stone by itself."

Educators often ask me, "But what can 'I'

do?" A stock answer I usually give is that

they "must" seek help. In an

individualistic society, this is often

considered a mortal sin. Although we

will mouth how important it is to seek

assistance when in need, we admire

those who do not. Quite the conundrum,

right?

No one person or organization has all of

the answers. It is imperative to seek help

with what you may be lacking and follow

up on the advice. Like Nasrudin in our

opening tale, our actions will

demonstrate the value we place on

learning something new.

In the same way, we encourage our

learners to utilize their resources to

grow culturally and intellectually. We as

educators have to model this behavior

for our students. This modeling offers

our students examples of differences

between fixed mindsets that calcify over

the decades of a career and growth

mindsets that continually seek

expansion of craft.
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We live in a society overflowing with diversity. The

growth mindset seeks to understand this plurality.

Those experiences translate into what we might call

"relational capital." Relational capital is the currency

shared between human beings that fuels trust,

change, and understanding.

When we are sharing stories, we are building

relationships. These relationship-building events are

why so many storytellers can speak of "magical

moments" of human interaction. These moments

are learning at its most fundamental level.

 

What are your resources? The city you live in,

Internet access, friends, family, coworkers, students

and their families, libraries, cultural events,

restaurants, etc. I could go on and on, but you get

the point. 

I'll illustrate this principle another way.

I often travel internationally for my work as an

author, educator, and storyteller. One of the riders I

typically put in my contracts is that, if possible, I

would like to arrive three to five days before my first

engagement, performance, or lecture. Most of the

time, I can get two or three days and even that

is usually pushing it.

Why do I do this? You have already guessed. I want

to acclimate to the culture, the environment, the

rhythm of life of the people. I will sit in coffee shops

and listen to conversations around me. Sometimes, I

even end up meeting people and sharing tea or

coffee in those same shops. I visit public places to

observe and listen. Because I'm multilingual, I also

pick up slight variants in the way languages are

used. It was in this way that I learned, with depth of

understanding, phrases such as "Pura Vida" while in

Costa Rica and "Tranquilo" while traveling around in

Colombia.

" I  W A N T  T O  A C C L I M A T E

T O  T H E  C U L T U R E ,  T H E

E N V I R O N M E N T ,  T H E

R H Y T H M  O F  L I F E  O F  T H E

P E O P L E . "  

Let's take a moment to step outside of ourselves

and view what is going on neurologically when we

share stories. We can see the value in differentiating

for those of a more collectivist cultural background.

I like to call the brain the most complicated simple

organism in existence. While it is capable of the

most complex processing, it also always seeks

simplicity. This dual nature of the mind can be both

constructive and destructive depending on

circumstances.
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Master storytellers orchestrate these moments and

take their listeners on emotional journeys to

experience a wide range of emotions. Our listeners

feel safe with us, secure in allowing us to conduct

them along the path of our collectivist engagement.

Often, in our classrooms, something very different

occurs. A child nurtured in a collectivist cultural

environment may be made to feel unsafe in a

staunch individualist environment. It is sad to

mention, but some educators are not employing

narrative to affirm the collectivist learner's lived

reality. If the educator is of a fixed mindset, with a

limited worldview or understanding of diverse

cultures, they can make the classroom feel like a

hostile environment.

What happens to the brain when we as human

beings feel less than safe? An amygdala highjack.

The stress hormone cortisol floods the brain and

shifts resources rom thinking toward survival. When

we experience this "fight or flight" reaction, it can

take up more than 20 minutes before our minds can

engage in learning once again.

Storytelling and story-sharing are capable of shifting

our emotional responses rather quickly. 

Another real-world case study, if I may.

I was performing assemblies at an elementary

school. During one of the performances, I noticed a

teacher whose eyes and body language expressed a

profound state of depression.

I switched out the stories that I had planned to tell

and chose some very gentle music to play that

involved the children engaging in quiet call and

response.

We human beings create mental models inside of

our brains. These models, or schema, represent the

information we've taken in, interpreted, and

categorized according to our lived experiences.

They form deep cultural norms, beliefs, and

ways we engage the world.

Anything too far outside of our schema produces

an "amygdala highjack." The amygdala is that part

of the brain that activates the infamous "fight,

flight, freeze, or appease" reactions.

When we share a story, we activate areas of the

brain. The brain registers the occurrence during the

sharing of a tale as an actual event occurring to the

human being. The reticular activating system, or

loosely, very, very loosely termed "consciousness,"

steps in to keep us calm by letting us know that, "It

is only a story. It is not happening."
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Djeliba Baba the Storyteller has been a touring,

professional speaker since 1994 and is one of the

few recognized U.S. born practitioners of the ancient

West African storytelling craft known as Jaliyaa. He

has received numerous awards over the years for

his work as a folklorist, traditional harpist,

storyteller, community activist, and volunteer. Baba,

as he is affectionately called, has presented in

thousands of schools and other institutions all

across the world. He is also a recipient of a

California State Assembly Certificate of Recognition

for his creative uses of storytelling and his

commitment to community in working with troubled

teens. The City of Long Beach California recognized

him as their municipality’s Artist of the Year, an

award presented to him by the Mayor. He has also

earned additional commendations from both the

U.S. Senate and U.S. Congress. Currently, Baba tours

internationally as a cultural educator/ambassador

sharing his unique style of griot work with schools

and private institutions.

babathestoryteller.com

" W H A T  W E  N E E D  I S  A

S H A R E D  N A R R A T I V E . "  

A B O U T  O U R  A U T H O R  

storycrossroads.org/member
Gain referral points with us today

I am having a physical reaction as I recall the

memory, as I write these words.

We are missing a deeply felt collective sense of

purpose for educating our youth. We can achieve

this collective sense of purpose through the rigor of

self-assessment and culturally responsive

instruction.

What we need is a shared narrative.

Storytelling can help heal, build, and reconstruct

individuals, families and communities.

If we engage one another and our children in

culturally responsive ways, we create learning

environments that benefit all children.
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